
Electronic Timesheet 
& Invoice Processing System

THE EASY WAY TO REDUCE 
YOUR PROCESSING COSTS
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Electronic Timesheet & Invoicing
Processing System

EACH YEAR, BRITISH INDUSTRY
SPENDS £23 BILLION on temporary agency staff
through some 17,000 employment agencies. The indirect costs to
clients of handling the associated timesheets and invoices are
enormous, amounting to an estimated £2.1 billion a year. 
These costs are the result of substantial back office time and costs
associated with invoice processing, combined with an average
agency invoice accuracy of 89% or less.

de Poel’s highly successful timesheet and invoice
processing system will dramatically reduce your invoice processing
costs by presenting you with a single, 100% accurate, consolidated
invoice, regardless of the number of agencies you use. 
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QUITE SIMPLY, THIS OUTSTANDING 
SYSTEM WILL MAKE A DRAMATIC IMPACT ON
YOUR TEMPORARY AGENCY LABOUR DELIVERY
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Delivers Revolutionary Benefits

100% invoice accuracy greatly reduces your internal 
administration costs

Real time management information gives you a clearer picture of
your agency labour usage than ever before

You determine the charges the system applies with full charge rate
rules and hours authorisation control

Your agencies’ administration costs are reduced, providing savings
they can use to improve their service to you within agreed charge
rates and/or service level agreements

Transparency of information delivers improved agency relations

Because e-tipsTM is a web-based system there is no need to 
update your computer hardware and software and there are no
licences to pay

The e-tipsTM CSV upload feature enables you to load CSV files directly
into the system via a user friendly web-based application, providing
you with a choice of easy and simple methods to populate e-tipsTM

An additional module can also enable you to order staff online as
well as provide you with additional functionality such as the ability
to monitor equal opportunity information
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One System with all the Answers
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How will            save me money?
By providing you with a single consolidated invoice, that can be integrated into
your back office system, regardless of how many agencies you use, e-tipsTM

will dramatically reduce the back office time and costs associated with reconciling
and processing multiple invoices, enabling your staff to concentrate on their
core competencies.

How can            guarantee 100%
invoice accuracy?
Following the initial input of work units (hours, picks, calls, etc) and their
approval, no further human intervention is required, significantly reducing invoice
error rate. You determine rate rules, structure and staff pattern details which
the system will then automatically apply to the work units entered, ensuring
that you are always charged the correct rate and you retain full authorisation
control to approve hours, enabling you to be completely confident in the
invoices you receive.

How many invoices will I receive?
No matter how many agencies you use, you will receive a single consolidated
invoice covering the charges for all temporary resource supplied. The accompanying
electronic file can break this down by any criteria of your choice including
company, location, department and individual providing you with instant
access to the information you require to manage your business effectively.
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What form will my           
invoices take?
In addition to a standard VAT invoice, e-tipsTM can generate invoices in the
form of CSV or xml files which can be uploaded into most standard
software packages and back office systems. 

Is it possible to use            to
request staff?
Through an additional module, e-tipsTM can also be used as an ordering
system, enabling your organisation to manage the procurement of staff
online as well as streamlining timesheet and invoice consolidation.
The module can also provide additional functionality such as the ability to
monitor equal opportunity information if required.

What will adopting            cost 
my business?
All e-tipsTM access, delivery, ongoing service, maintenance, technical support
and training is included within your management fee, leaving you free to
enjoy the benefits of the e-tipsTM system without having to worry about
any nasty surprises.

Your agencies will be charged a transactional fee for usage of the system
which is funded out of their internal cost savings.
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What management information 
is available?
e-tipsTM provides access to a wide range of management information
which can be integrated in to your own system through CSV and xml 
file uploads.

Why should my agencies 
welcome           ?
100% accurate invoices based on hours worked entered by your staff 
and guaranteed automatic payments greatly reduces your agencies’
back office costs, improves their cash flow and releases their internal
resources enabling them to concentrate on developing their core
business and delivering improved levels of service to their customers. 

How will I keep overall control?
All costs allocated by the system are set and authorised by you. These
cannot be changed or overridden unless you choose to do so. You can
also access 24/7 real time management information in any format you
choose - providing you with clear insight into the cost and quality of
your agency labour and the way in which it is used by your business.
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Can            be integrated 
into my systems?
Integration with back office and ERP systems is an essential aspect
of reducing the inherent errors associated with conventional
invoicing. e-tipsTM uses standard file formats to enable integration 
with nearly all-modern software systems including SAP, JD Edwards,
ORACLE to name just a few.
e-tipsTM can also be integrated with all de Poel’s other systems. 
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The 100% System Couldn’t be
Simpler to use...

Setting up the system
Basic client information is input into the system - this typically includes agency
supplier details, internal cost, job and nominal codes, charge rates, shift patterns 
and overtime rules.

• You set up users and their authorisation levels

• The agencies input assigned candidates’ details

To operate the system
• The client either inputs candidate hours or these are uploaded by using 
standard CSV files

• The client authorises candidate hours and submits

The system then automatically delivers
• A single invoice covering labour supplied by all agencies

• A single timesheet covering all labour from each agency

• Management information providing in-depth analysis of 
usage and the costs incurred
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Technical requirements
Only key strokes and mouse clicks are transmitted between the client machine
and the server so e-tipsTM can be run over any standard 56K Internet connection

With all processing taking place on central servers there is no requirement to
upgrade existing hardware or software

e-tipsTM is delivered as a fully managed solution and can be accessed virtually
immediately, requiring very little in-house set-up or expertise
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: what the users say
“Co-operative Retail Logistics (CRL) have benefited enormously from the implementation
of de Poel’s web based electronic timesheet and invoice processing system (e-tips™),
making considerable cost savings and successfully streamlining administrative procedures
across all twenty of our sites.”   

Kevin Lee, Head of Logistics Operations, Co-op Retail Logistics

“de Poel’s electronic timesheet and invoice processing system, e-tips™ has considerably
reduced the volume of invoices processed, from approximately 15,000 to 52 since its
implementation in January 2004.” 

Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Limited

“The installation of e-tips™, de Poel’s web-based timesheet and invoice processing
system across TDG’s UK network has completely transformed the manner in which
invoices are handled throughout the company.

“Not only has the system considerably eased the administrative burden placed on
accounting staff by consolidating more than 200 weekly invoices into just a single invoice
but it has also resolved invoice accuracy issues and delivered measurable cost savings
nationwide.”  

Peter Shaw, Director of Accounting, TDG
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To start saving money and enjoy 
the additional benefits delivered 

by e-tipsTM please contact us at

01565 682020

de Poel Ltd.
The Old Shippon, 

Moseley Hall Farm,
Chelford Road, Knutsford

Cheshire WA16 8RB

de Poel Consulting, the de Poel Consulting logo, e-tipsTM, the e-tipsTM logo, de Poel Managed Services 
and de Poel Software Solutions are either registered trademarks or pending registration. Other company and product names may be

trademarks of their respective owners.

“de Poel’s web based timesheet and invoice processing system (e-tips™) has reduced the
overall number of invoices requiring processing to a single consolidated invoice each
week, lessening our administrative burden and delivering substantial cost savings.”   

Gail Roberts, National Purchasing Manager, Allied Bakeries

“…, the company-wide implementation of de Poel’s e-tips™ system has enabled us to
gain a previously unattainable level of visibility and control over spend and in turn
dramatically reduce the cost of processing invoices from £750,000 to £2,000 per annum.”  

Matthew Hardaker, Buyer, TNT Express

Security
e-tipsTM is hosted on secure servers, protected by state of the art security and back up
systems that are designed to deliver exceptional service availability and outstanding data
protection.
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is a system developed by de Poel with the objective of facilitating 
client agency relations to deliver cost reductions and improve service delivery. 

For more information on de Poel’s comprehensive range of services designed to
reduce the cost of using temporary agency staff please call us on 01565 682 020
or visit our website at www.depoelconsulting.com

de Poel,
The Old Shippon, 
Moseley Hall Farm,
Chelford Road, Knutsford,
Cheshire WA16 8RB

Tel: 01565 682 020
Fax: 01565 682 021
e-mail:
enquiries@depoelconsulting.com 

www.depoelconsulting.com
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